istributed consensus has appeared as one of the most important and primary problems in the context of distributed computation and it has received renewed interest in the field of sensor networks, where some of its applications include distributed agreement, synchronization problems, [1] and load balancing in parallel computers [2] . Solving fastest distributed consensus averaging problem over networks with different topologies is one of the primary and challenging problems in this issue. Most of the methods proposed so far deal with the FDC averaging algorithm problem by numerical convex optimization methods and in general no closed-form solution for finding FDC has been offered up to now, except the previous works by author and [3].
D
Following the same procedure used in [4, 5] we have managed to solve FDC problem over two particular types of Petal networks, namely symmetric and CCS Petal networks, in addition we have introduced certain types of leaves which can be used in symmetric and CCS Petal configurations along with their optimal weights where these optimal weights are not achievable if we consider the leaves individually.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section II is an overview of the materials used in development of the paper, including relevant concepts from distributed consensus averaging algorithm, graph symmetry and semidefinite programming. In section III we present the symmetric and complete cored symmetric Petal (CCS) networks along with other kinds of leaves which can be used in symmetric Petal and CCS Petal configurations with the obtained optimal weights and the corresponding Second Largest Eigenvalue Modulus (SLEM). Section IV is devoted to proof of main results of paper for symmetric and CCS Petal networks and symmetric and CCS Petal networks with ˙ Leaves and section V presents the conclusion and topics for future research.
II. PRELIMINARIES
This section introduces the notation used in the paper and reviews relevant concepts from distributed consensus averaging algorithm, graph symmetry and semidefinite programming.
A. Distributed Consensus
We consider a network with the associated graph { { consisting of a set of nodes and a set of edges where each edge {˩ ˪{ is an unordered pair of distinct nodes.
Each node ˩ holds an initial scalar value ˲ {Ŵ{ ʼ, and ˲ {Ŵ{ {˲ # {Ŵ{ ˲ {Ŵ{{ denotes the vector of initial node values on the network. Within the network two nodes can communicate with each other, if and only if they are neighbors.
The main purpose of distributed consensus averaging is to compute the average of the initial node values, {ŵ J { ˲ {Ŵ{
The linear iteration (1) implies that ˲{ˮ{ ˣ ˲{Ŵ{ for Ŵ ŵ Ŷ . We want to choose the weight matrix ˣ so that for any initial value ˲{Ŵ{ ˲{ˮ{ converges to the average vector ˲ { ˲{Ŵ{ J { { J {˲{Ŵ{ i.e.
{˩ ˪{ ˣ Ŵ
We refer to problem (3) as the Fastest Distributed Consensus (FDC) averaging problem.
B. Symmetry of Graphs
An automorphism of a graph { { is a permutation of such that {˩ ˪{ if and only if { {˩{ {˪{{ , the set of all such permutations, with composition as the group operation, is called the automorphism group of the graph and denoted by ˓˯ˮ{ {. For a vertex ˩ , the set of all images {˩{, as varies through a subgroup ˙ʃ ˓˯ˮ{ {, is called the orbit of ˩ under the action of ˙. The vertex set can be written as disjoint union of distinct orbits. In [7] , it has been shown that the weights on the edges within an orbit must be the same.
C. Semidefinite Programming (SDP)
SDP is a particular type of convex optimization problem [8] . An SDP problem requires minimizing a linear function subject to a linear matrix inequality (LMI) constraint [9] :
where I is a given vector, ˲ {˲ # ˲ {, and ˘{˲{ ˘" -˲ ˘ , for some fixed Hermitian matrices ˘ . The inequality sign in ˘{˲{ 4 Ŵ means that ˘{˲{ is positive semidefinite.
This problem is called the primal problem. Vectors ˲ whose components are the variables of the problem and satisfy the constraint ˘{˲{ 4 Ŵ are called primal feasible points, and if they satisfy ˘{˲{ 2 Ŵ, they are called strictly feasible points. The minimal objective value I ˲ is by convention denoted by and is called the primal optimal value.
Due to the convexity of the set of feasible points, SDP has a nice duality structure, with the associated dual program being:
.ˠJ{˘"I{
J ˮ I 4 Ŵ ˠJ{˘ I{ I
Here the variable is the real symmetric (or Hermitian) positive matrix I, and the data I, ˘ are the same as in the primal problem. Correspondingly, matrix I satisfying the constraints is called dual feasible (or strictly dual feasible if I 2 Ŵ). The maximal objective value of .ˠJ{˘"I{, i.e. the dual optimal value is denoted by ˤ .
The objective value of a primal (dual) feasible point is an upper (lower) bound on {ˤ {. The main reason why one is interested in the dual problem is that one can prove that ˤ 3 , and under relatively mild assumptions, we can have ˤ . If the equality holds, one can prove the following optimality condition on ˲.
A primal feasible ˲ and a dual feasible I are optimal, which is denoted by ˲ and I ӂ , if and only if
This latter condition is called the complementary slackness condition.
In one way or another, numerical methods for solving SDP problems always exploit the inequality ˤ 3 ˤ 3 3 , where ˤ and are the objective values for any dual feasible point and primal feasible point, respectively. The difference . ˤ I ˲ -ˠJ{˘"I{ ˠJ{˘{˲{I{ 4 Ŵ is called the duality gap. If the equality ˤ holds, i.e. the optimal duality gap is zero, and then we say that strong duality holds.
III. MAIN RESULTS
This section presents the main results of the paper. Here we introduce the symmetric Petal and complete cored symmetric (CCS) Petal networks along with other kinds of leaves which can be used in symmetric Petal and CCS Petal configurations with the obtained optimal weights and the corresponding SLEM.
A. Symmetric Petal Network
A symmetric Petal network of order {J ˭ ˫{ consists of J similar leaf graphs of order {˭ ˫{ which share one of their ending nodes together and each leaf graph of order {˭ ˫{ contains ˫ path graphs of length ˭ which are connected to each other from both ending nodes. A symmetric petal network of order {J Ź ˭ ŷ ˫ Ÿ{ is depicted in Fig.1 . The optimal weights over the edges of a symmetric petal network equals ŵ Ŷ except the edges connected to central node and the edges connected to last node (with maximum distance from central node) of each leaf where the optimal weights over these edges equals Ŷ {Ŷ -J˫{ and ŵ {ŵ -˫{ , respectively (as weighted in Fig.1 . for one leaf). The SLEM of the network equals { { where is the smallest root of {J˫ . Ŷ{ {˭ . ŵ{ -{˭ -ŵ{ -ŶJ˫ {˭ { Ŵ between Ŵ and . The SLEM of symmetric Petal network of order {J ˭ ˫{ for different numbers of J ˭ and ˫ has been listed below in Table 1 . Symmetric Petal network for ˫ ŵ reduces to symmetric star network where the obtained results are in agreement with those of [4] . The leaf of symmetric Petal network for ˫ Ŷ reduces to a cycle network where the optimal weights of FDC problem over cycle network [7] depend on global topology of network while here the weights of the edges except for those connected to central node are independent of length of leaves. As it is obvious from the results given in Table. 1. SLEM of a symmetric Petal network increases by number of path graphs on each leaf due to increase in number of nodes except for J ˫ Ŷ since in the case of J ˫ Ŷ by increasing the number of path graphs on each leaf from ŵ to Ŷ the bottleneck effect of middle nodes of path graphs on leaves is reduced but after ˫ ŷ the bottleneck effect of the central node is dominant and in the case of J 2 Ŷ, SLEM of a symmetric Petal network increases by number of path graphs on each leaf due to increase in number of nodes. The only similarity between the obtained optimal weights and those obtained from Metropolis-Hasting method is over the middle edges of path graphs within leaves where their weights equal ŵ Ŷ . We have compared the obtained optimal weights and those obtained from Metropolis-Hasting method over symmetric Petal network depicted in Fig.2 . in a per step manner.
In Fig.2 . normalized Euclidean distance of vector of node values from the stationary distribution in terms of number of iterations for the symmetric Petal network depicted in Fig.1 . is presented
As it is obvious from Fig.2 . at first few iterations Metropolis-Hasting method and the optimal weights have the same mixing rate per step but after first few iterations optimal weights achieve better mixing rate per step since due to their smaller SLEM.
B. Complete Cored Symmetric Petal (CCS Petal) Network
A CCS Petal network of order {J ˭ ˫{ consists of J similar leaf graphs of order {˭ ˫{ where the leaves are connected to each other at one end such that the connected part of leaves form a complete graph. A CCS Petal network of order {J ŷ ˭ Ÿ ˫ ŷ is depicted in Fig.3 .
The optimal weights over the edges of the central complete part equals ŵ J and the rest of the edges equals ŵ Ŷ except the edges connected to central complete part and the edges connected to last node (with maximum distance from central complete part) of each leaf where the optimal weights over these edges equals ŵ {ŵ -˫{ (as weighted in Fig.3 . for one leaf). The SLEM of CCS Petal network of order {J ˭ ˫{ for different numbers of J ˭ and ˫ has been listed below in Table 2 . Table. 2. SLEM of CCS Petal network of order {J ˭ ˫{ for different numbers of J ˭ and ˫.
A CCS Petal network for ˫ ŵ reduces to complete cored symmetric star network where the obtained results are in agreement with those of [4] . As it is obvious from the results given in Table. 1. SLEM of a CCS Petal network does not change with J, the number of leaves since the central complete graph acts like a highway and does not make any restrictions over SLEM then SLEM only depends on topology of each individual leaf and does not change with number of leaves, which is true for other networks with complete cored structures. This a great advantage of networks with complete cored configurations over other similar networks with central node configurations.
Here in the following subsections we introduce different graphs which can be replaced as leaves of symmetric and CCS Petal networks, together with their corresponding optimal weights for symmetric and CCS Petal configurations, respectively.
C. Symmetric ˙ Leaf
A symmetric ˙ network consists of two balanced ˫-ary tree of height ˭ with the ˫ leaves of the left tree identified with the ˫ leaves of the right tree in the simple way as shown in Fig.4 . for ˭ ŷ ˫ Ŷ. A balanced ˫-ary tree is a tree network of height ˭ where each node except the leave nodes (nodes without children) has ˫ children In a symmetric petal network with symmetric ˙ leaves where J similar symmetric ˙ networks are connected to a central node, the optimal weights over the edges connected to central node equals Ŷ {Ŷ -J˫{ and for the rest of edges equals ŵ {ŵ -˫{ and in a CCS petal network with symmetric ˙ leaves where J similar symmetric ˙ networks are connected to each other at one end such that the connected part of leaves form a complete graph, the optimal weights over the edges of central complete graph equals ŵ J and for the rest of edges equals ŵ {ŵ -˫{ .
D. Asymmetric ˙ Leaf
An asymmetric ˙ network is a symmetric ˙ network where every node at ˩-th depth of each tree have ˫ children, in such a way that both trees have the same number of leaf nodes. An asymmetric ˙ leaf is depicted in Fig In a symmetric petal network with asymmetric ˙ leaves where J similar asymmetric ˙ networks are connected to a central node, the optimal weights over the edges connected to central node equals Ŷ {Ŷ -J˫ # { and for the of edges on ˩-th depth of each tree network of leaves equals ŵ {ŵ -˫ { and in a CCS petal network with asymmetric ˙ leaves where J similar asymmetric ˙ networks are connected to each other at one end such that the connected part of leaves form a complete graph, the optimal weights over the edges of central complete graph equals ŵ J and for the edges on ˩-th depth of each tree network of leaves equals ŵ {ŵ -˫ { .
E. Extended Leaves
For the leaves built from combination of the leaves introduced in previous sections, the obtained optimal weights still hold true, in both symmetric Petal and CCS Petal configurations. In Fig.6 . a combined leaf is depicted. Also in [5, 7] five different branches or leaves are introduced, namely, path, Lollipop, Semi-Complete, Ladder and tree branches, where these branches can be added to leaves introduced in this paper while their optimal weights remain unchanged.
IV. PROOF OF MAIN RESULTS
In this section solution of fastest distributed consensus averaging problem and determination of optimal weights over symmetric and complete cored symmetric (CCS) Petal networks along with other kinds of leaves introduced in section III are presented.
A. Symmetric Petal Network
Here we consider a symmetric Petal network of order J ˭ ˫ with the undirected associated connectivity graph { { consisting of É É ŵ -J{˫{˭ . ŵ{ -ŵ{ nodes and É É J˫˭ edges, where the set of nodes is denoted by {{Ŵ Ŵ Ŵ{ {˩ ˪ J{{ where ˩ ˪ and ˫ vary from ŵ to ˭, ŵ to J and ŵ to ˫ respectively. (see Fig.1 for J ŷ ˭ Ÿ ˫ ŷ).
Automorphism of symmetric Petal network is ˟ permutation of nodes of each Leaf on ˩-th distance from central node for ˩ ŵ ˭ and ˟ permutation of leaves hence according to subsection II-B it has ˭ -ŵ class of edge orbits and it suffices to consider just ˭ weights ˱ # ˱ $ ˱ (as labeled in Fig. 1 . for J ŷ ˭ Ÿ ˫ ŷ), and consequently the weight matrix for the network can be defined as with # ˥ and $ ˥ and using Stratification method [7, 11, 12, 13@4 th paper] the weight matrix ˣ for symmetric
Petal network in the new basis takes the block diagonal form with diagonal blocks ˣ # ˣ $ and ˣ % defined as:
Considering the fact that ˣ $ and ˣ % are sub matrices of ˣ # and ˣ $ , respectively and using Cauchy Interlacing Theorem, 
where Y is a {˭ -ŵ{ 0 ŵ column vector defined as:
which is eigenvector of ˣ # corresponding to the eigenvalue one. The matrices ˣ # and ˣ $ can be written as
where and are {˭ -ŵ{ 0 ŵ and ˭ 0 ŵ column vectors, respectively defined as:
In order to formulate problem (7) in the form of standard semidefinite programming described in section II-C, we define ˘ I and ˲ as below:
In the dual case we choose the dual variable I 4 Ŵ as
where ˴ # and ˴ $ are ˭ 0 ŵ and {˭ -ŵ{ 0 ŵ column vectors, respectively. Obviously (9) choice of I implies that it is positive definite.
From the complementary slackness condition (4) 
Using the constraints ˠJ{˘ I{ I we have
To have the strong duality we set I ˲ -ˠJ{˘0I{ 0, hence we have
Considering the linear independence of and for ˩ ŵ ˭, we can expand ˴ # and ˴ $ in terms of and as where ˙ and ˙ are the gram matrices, defined as ˙ and ˙
, respectively, or equivalently
Substituting (17) in (14) where SLEM equals { { for the smallest root of (24) between 0 and Also one should notice that necessary and sufficient conditions for the convergence of weight matrix are satisfied, since all roots of J which are the eigenvalues of ˣ are strictly less that one in magnitude, and one is a simple eigenvalue of ˣ associated with the eigenvector , where this happens due to positivity of optimal weights [6] .
B. Complete Cored Symmetric (CCS) Petal Network
Here we consider a CCS Petal network of order J ˭ ˫ with the undirected associated connectivity graph { { consisting of É É J{˫{˭ . ŵ{ -Ŷ{ nodes and É É { #{ $ -J˫{˭ . ŵ{ edges, where the set of nodes is denoted by {{˩ ˪ J{{ where ˩ ˪ and ˫ vary from ŵ to ˭ -ŵ, ŵ to J and ŵ to ˫ respectively. (see Fig.3 for J ŷ ˭ Ÿ ˫ ŷ).
Automorphism of CCS Petal network is ˟ permutation of nodes of each leaf on ˩-th distance from central node for ˩ ŵ ˭ and ˟ permutation of leaves hence according to subsection II-B it has ˭ -Ŷ class of edge orbits and it suffices to consider just ˭ -ŵ weights ˱ " ˱ # ˱ $ ˱ (as labeled in Fig. 3 . for J ŷ ˭ Ÿ ˫ ŷ), and consequently the weight matrix for the network can be defined as
We with # ˥ and $ ˥ and using Stratification method [7, 11, 12, 13@4 th paper] the weight matrix ˣ for CCS Petal network in the new basis takes the block diagonal form with diagonal blocks ˣ # ˣ $ and ˣ % defined as:
Considering the fact that ˣ % is a submatrix of ˣ # and ˣ $ , respectively and using Cauchy Interlacing Theorem, we can state the following corollary for the eigenvalues of ˣ # ˣ $ and ˣ % ,
In the case of J ŵ, after stratification the weight matrix ˣ $ does not exist and consequently Cauchy interlacing theorem will not be true thus the followings are true for J 4 Ŷ.
Corollary 2,
For ˣ # ˣ $ and ˣ % given in (25), theorem 1 implies the following relations between the eigenvalues of ˣ # ˣ $ and ˣ %
Considering the relation ˣ # ˣ $ -J˱ " ˥ # ˥ # between the matrices ˣ # and ˣ $ and using the Courant-Weyl inequalities theorem,
Theorem 2 (The Courant-Weyl inequalities) [16]:
Let ˓ and ˔ be Hermitean Matrices of order J, and let ŵ 3 ˩ ˪ 3 J. 
where for ˩ Ŵ ˭ are {˭ -ŵ{ 0 ŵ column vectors, respectively defined as:
In order to formulate problem (27) in the form of standard semidefinite programming described in section II-C, we define ˘ I
and ˲ as below:
where ˴ # and ˴ $ are {˭ -ŵ{ 0 ŵ and {˭ -ŵ{ 0 ŵ column vectors, respectively. Obviously (29) choice of I implies that it is positive definite.
From the complementary slackness condition (4) we have
To have the strong duality we set I ˲ -ˠJ{˘0I{ Ŵ, hence we have
Considering the linear independence of for ˩ Ŵ ˭, we can expand ˴ # and ˴ $ in terms of as
with the coordinates I I for ˩ Ŵ ˭ to be determined.
Using (28) and the expansions (32), while considering (11), by comparing the coefficients of ˩ Ŵ ˭ in the slackness conditions (30), we have
Considering (31-b), we obtain and J has to satisfy following equation
The polynomials ˦ {J{ can be obtained inductively as follows:
Here we consider a symmetric Petal network with leaves where every node at ˩-th distance from the central node have Considering the fact that ˣ $ is a submatrix of ˣ # and using Cauchy Interlacing Theorem, we can state the following corollary for the eigenvalues of ˣ # and ˣ $ ,
In the case of J ŵ, after stratification the weight matrix ˣ $ does not exist and consequently Cauchy interlacing theorem will not be true thus the followings are true for J 4 Ŷ. 
where Y is a {˭ -˭ -ŵ{ 0 ŵ column vector defined as:
where and for ˩ ŵ ˭ -˭ are {˭ -˭ { 0 ŵ column vectors, respectively defined as:
In order to formulate problem (46) in the form of standard semidefinite programming described in section II-C, we define ˘ I and ˲ as below:
where ˴ # and ˴ $ are {˭ -˭ { 0 ŵ and {˭ -˭ -ŵ{ 0 ŵ column vectors, respectively. Obviously (48) choice of I implies that it is positive definite.
From the complementary slackness condition (4) we have Continuing the same inductive procedure as in two previous subsections, the optimal weights are obtained as follows:
In the case of asymmetric ˙ leaves with complete cored configuration, by employing the same method used for asymmetric ˙ leaves with central node configuration, we can obtain the optimal weights as given in section III-D. Providing analytical solution of fastest distributed averaging problem over networks with more general topologies is the object of our future investigations.
